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We show that gigahertz acoustic waves in semiconductor superlattices can induce terahertz �THz� electron
dynamics that depend critically on the wave amplitude. Below the threshold amplitude, the acoustic wave drags
electrons through the superlattice with a peak drift velocity overshooting that produced by a static electric field.
In this regime, single electrons perform drifting orbits with THz frequency components. When the wave
amplitude exceeds the critical threshold, an abrupt onset of Bloch-type oscillations causes negative differential
velocity. The acoustic wave also affects the collective behavior of the electrons by causing the formation of
localized electron accumulation and depletion regions, which propagate through the superlattice, thereby pro-
ducing self-sustained current oscillations even for very small wave amplitudes. We show that the underlying
single-electron dynamics, in particular, the transition between the acoustic wave dragging and Bloch oscillation
regimes, strongly influence the spatial distribution of the electrons and the form of the current oscillations. In
particular, the amplitude of the current oscillations depends nonmonotonically on the strength of the acoustic
wave, reflecting the variation in the single-electron drift velocity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrons in semiconductor superlattices �SLs� exhibit a
wide range of nonlinear effects that are of fundamental sci-
entific interest and useful for applications in ultrafast
electronics.1–23 Many of these effects originate from the SL
minibands, which enable electrons to perform terahertz
�THz� frequency Bloch oscillations when a sufficiently high
static electric field is applied along the SL axis.1,2,5,14 Bloch
oscillations cause the electron drift velocity to decrease with
increasing electric field, which can trigger charge-domain os-
cillations accompanied by the emission of electromagnetic
radiation.11,13

The frequency response of SL oscillators and detectors is
limited by scattering processes including electron-phonon
interactions.7,13,14 Surprisingly, though, phonons can serve as
a powerful tool for enhancing the electronic and optical
properties of solid-state devices.24,25 For example, in
“SASER” �Sound Amplification by Stimulated Emission of
Radiation� SLs,26 analogous to the laser, the amplification of
coherent sound waves now opens the way to acoustic control
of miniband electron transport. In related work, we recently
demonstrated that a train of acoustic strain pulses can induce
current in a SL by dragging miniband electrons through the
device.27

In this paper, we show that a continuous gigahertz �GHz�
acoustic wave can create complex THz electron dynamics in
SLs, thus producing high-frequency current oscillations even
when no static electric field is applied. In a single-electron
picture, there are two distinct dynamical regimes, depending
on whether the energy amplitude, U, of the acoustic wave is
greater, or less, than a critical value, Uc, which depends on
the SL parameters. For U�Uc, the acoustic wave drags elec-
trons through the SL, producing, in the presence of electron
scattering, a drift velocity, vd, far higher than the speed of the
wave itself. In this regime, the electrons perform periodic
orbits in the rest frame of the acoustic wave. The orbital

frequencies are more than an order of magnitude higher than
the sound wave frequency. When U�Uc, the acoustic wave
no longer drags electrons through the SL. Instead, there is an
abrupt onset of Bloch-oscillation bursts, which makes vd de-
crease extremely rapidly with increasing U.

Our results demonstrate that miniband electrons driven by
a GHz acoustic wave can attain a higher maximal vd, and
have a larger negative differential velocity �NDV�, than
when they are accelerated by a static electric field. Since
high-frequency SL oscillators require high values of both
parameters,13,14 acoustic wave driving could strongly en-
hance the performance of such devices. To investigate how
the sudden onset of single-particle Bloch oscillations affects
the collective dynamics of the electrons, we solve the Pois-
son and �drift-diffusion� current-continuity equations self-
consistently throughout the SL. We use our results to deter-
mine the current through the SL as a function of U and
time. Remarkably, the current exhibits self-sustained high-
frequency oscillations for all U. For U�Uc, these oscilla-
tions originate from space-charge density waves, created and
dragged through the SL by the acoustic wave. In this regime,
as U increases the space-charge modulation strengthens, and
so the amplitude of the current oscillations also increases.
But when U increases above Uc, the onset of Bloch oscilla-
tions localizes the electrons, thereby weakening the current
oscillations. This electron localization also leads to the for-
mation of propagating charge domains, which coexist with
the charge density waves.

The complex single-particle and collective electron dy-
namics induced by an acoustic wave demonstrate the poten-
tial of SLs for interfacing high-frequency electronics with
the emerging field of phononics,28,29 which is attracting con-
siderable interest in applied physics and engineering. In par-
ticular, our results indicate that SLs can be used to both
detect and up-convert an applied acoustic signal. Generic
features of the energy band transport processes created by a
propagating wave potential also suggest ways to control
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transport through other spatially periodic systems, including
cold atoms in optical lattices.30,31

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we
introduce the semiclassical equations of motion for a mini-
band electron in the presence of an acoustic wave and show
that the electron dynamics and drift velocity depend criti-
cally on the wave amplitude. In Sec. III, we consider the
collective electron dynamics and show that the acoustic
wave triggers linear charge density waves, nonlinear charge
domains �when U�Uc�, and self-sustained current oscilla-
tions even for very small wave amplitudes. Finally, in Sec.
IV, we summarize our results and draw conclusions.

II. MODEL OF SINGLE ELECTRON DYNAMICS

We consider a longitudinal acoustic wave, which propa-
gates along the SL x—axis �Fig. 1 inset�, creating a position
and time- �t� dependent potential energy field, V�x , t�
=−U sin�kS�x+x0�−�St�, for each miniband electron.32,33

The wave amplitude, U=�D, depends on the maximum
strain, ��0.5%, that the acoustic wave creates and on the
deformation potential, D.34 We consider acoustic waves
whose wave number, kS, lies within the inner half of the
minizone, so that there is linear frequency dispersion �S
=vSkS, where vS is the speed of sound. Since the sound wave
exerts force along x only, the electron dynamics can be de-
scribed by a one-dimensional model for motion in the lowest
miniband. Within the tight-binding approximation, the ki-
netic energy versus crystal momentum dispersion relation for
this miniband is E�px�=��1−cos�pxd /��� /2, where � is the
miniband width, and d is the SL period.14 We take �
=7 meV, d=12.5 nm, D=10 eV, and vS=5000 m s−1, cor-
responding to a GaAs/�AlGa�As SL used in recent
experiments,20,34 but obtain similar results for a wide range
of SL parameters. The wave is sufficiently weak and spa-
tially slowly varying to preserve the miniband,14 thus ensur-
ing the validity of a semiclassical model.35

The semiclassical equations of electron motion are

vx =
dx

dt
=

�H

�px
=

�d

2�
sin� pxd

�
� , �1�

dpx

dt
= −

�H

�x
= kSU cos�kS�x + x0� − �St� , �2�

where the Hamiltonian H�x , px�=E�px�+V�x , t�. We solve
Eqs. �1� and �2� numerically, taking vx=0 and px=0 when t
=0, to determine the electron trajectories in the absence of
scattering.

A. Electron dynamics for initial position x0=0

In order to understand the general dynamics of a single
electron, first we consider the simplest situation by setting
x0=x�t=0�=0. We use the Esaki-Tsu model1,36 to find the
electron drift velocity

vd = �vx�t�exp�− t/���/� , �3�

where � . � denotes integration over t�0, taking, from
experiment,20 an electron scattering time �=250 fs, which
includes both elastic �interface roughness� and inelastic �pho-
non� scattering.

The solid curve in Fig. 1 shows vd calculated as a function
of U �lower scale�, or, equivalently, � �upper scale� for an
acoustic wave with �S=4	1011 rad s−1 and wavelength 
S
=2� /kS	6d less than the length of most SLs.17,18,37,38 For
comparison, the dashed curve shows the usual Esaki-Tsu
drift velocity1 calculated for an electron accelerated by a
static electric field of magnitude kSU /e, where e is the mag-
nitude of the electronic charge. As discussed extensively in
the literature,1,2,14 the Esaki-Tsu vd�U� curve is linear for
small U, attains a maximum when U=UET=� /�ksd
	2.4 meV, and thereafter decreases with increasing U as
more electrons complete Bloch oscillations before scattering.
Figure 1 reveals that for both low and high U, the vd�U�
curves produced by the static force and acoustic wave con-
verge. But for intermediate U there are major differences in
the two curves. In particular, the acoustic wave generates a
larger peak vd value and a far steeper �factor 	13� NDV
region.

To explain these differences, we consider the electron dy-
namics in the absence of scattering. Figure 2�a� shows the
x�t� trajectory obtained numerically from Eqs. �1� and �2�,
taking U=4 meV, below the peak in the vd�U� curve �solid
curve in Fig. 1� generated by the acoustic wave. The trajec-
tory consists of regular, almost sinusoidal, oscillations super-
imposed on a linear background of gradient vS �dashed line
in Fig. 2�a��, suggesting that the acoustic wave drags the
electron through the SL.39,40 We confirm this picture by con-
sidering electron motion in the rest frame of the acoustic
wave, in which the electron’s position, x��t�=x�t�−vSt, deter-
mines the static potential energy V�x��=−U sin�kSx��. In this
frame, the Hamiltonian is H��x� , px�=E��px�+V�x��, where
E��px�=E�px�−vSpx, and the equations of motion are

vx� = vx − vS =
dx�

dt
=

�H�

�px
=

�d

2�
sin� pxd

�
� − vS, �4�

dpx

dt
= −

�H�

�x�
= kSU cos�kSx�� . �5�

Since H� is not an explicit function of t, it is a constant of
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FIG. 1. Solid �dashed� curve: vd versus U �lower scale� or �
�upper scale� calculated for a miniband electron driven by an acous-
tic wave only �or accelerated by a constant electric field, kSU /e,
only�. Dotted line �arrow� marks U=Uc�U=UET�. Inset: schematic
of the SL layers and coordinate axes.
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the motion but does not equal the total energy, H. For the
initial conditions considered here, H�=0, meaning that
E��px�=−V�x�� can only take values between �U, marked
by the horizontal dotted lines in Fig. 2�b� for the trajectory in
Fig. 2�a�. The lines reveal that the electron can only access
the almost parabolic region of the E��px� curve �thick in Fig.
2�b�� around px=0. Since for the given parameters the mini-
mum value of E��px� that the electron can attain is close to
zero, its maximum potential energy is also close to zero. The
electron is therefore confined within a single potential well in
the acoustic wave and oscillates back and forth across this
well between turning points at x�=0 and 
S /2 �vertical
dashed lines in Fig. 2�b� inset�. Since the electron remains
within the almost parabolic region of E��px�, where its effec-
tive mass is constant, x��t� is an almost harmonic function of
t. Therefore we can approximate x�t� as

x�t� 	 vSt + 
S�1 − cos��Rt��/4, �6�

where �R is the frequency for motion to and fro across the
potential well. This approximation accurately describes elec-
tron trajectories for small U, for example, that shown in Fig.
2�a�. The electron is trapped in the well, where V�x , t�0
�gray bands in Fig. 2�a��. But as the well moves, it drags the
electron through the SL with a mean speed equal to vS in the
absence of scattering.

Increasing U above 4 meV initially has no qualitative ef-
fect on the electron orbits. They continue to be dragged
through the SL and are of the form x�t�=vSt+ f�t�, where the
periodic function, f�t�, becomes less harmonic as U �upper

dotted line in Fig. 2�b�� increases, thus making the electron
access nonparabolic regions of E��px�.

When U reaches a critical value, Uc, equal to the local
maximum of E��px� marked by the arrow in Fig. 2�b�, the
electron trajectories can reach the edge of the first minizone,
and therefore change abruptly from closed to open orbits that
can traverse several minizones. The local maximum of
E��px� occurs when dE�px� /dpx=vS, i.e., when sin�pxd /��
=2�vS /�d �	0.08 for the given parameters�. Using small-
angle approximations, it follows that the local maximum oc-
curs when px	��� /d�− �2�2vS /�d2�= px

m. Therefore, from
E��px

m�=Uc, we estimate

Uc 	 � − vS��/d . �7�

Figure 2�c� shows x�t� calculated for U=15 meV�Uc
=6.2 meV. The bursts of high-frequency fluctuations in x�t�
�within brackets� are Bloch oscillations driven by the acous-
tic wave. The jumps in x�t� �arrowed� occur at the centers of
the white and gray stripes in Fig. 2�c�, when V is extremal
and, consequently, the acoustic force is zero, and therefore
unable to induce Bloch oscillations.

To explain fully the form of the trajectory in Fig. 2�c�, we
consider the electron motion in the rest frame of the acoustic
wave. Initially, the electron is at x�=0 where the high gradi-
ent of V�x�� �Fig. 2�d� inset� causes px rapidly to increase to
the edge of the first minizone �labeled 0 in Fig. 2�d��, thus
reversing vx and vx�. After crossing the minizone boundary,
the electron continues to experience a large positive force,
which increases px through minizones 1–9 in Fig. 2�d�, thus
generating the Bloch oscillations within Bracket 1 in Fig.
2�c�. As px increases, the average value of E��px� decreases
�Fig. 2�d�� and V�x�� increases �to keep H�=0� as the elec-
tron moves up the left-hand side of Well 1 in Fig. 2�d� inset.
As the electron climbs the well wall, 
dV�x�� /dx�
 decreases,
thus reducing the frequency of the Bloch oscillations and
increasing their amplitude,1,2,14 as shown by the x�t� curve
within Bracket 1 in Fig. 2�c�.

When the electron reaches the top of Well 1 so that
V�x��=U, E��px� attains its lowest possible value of −U
�lower dotted curve in Fig. 2�d�� and so px can no longer
increase. Instead, since the acoustic force is instantaneously
zero, px is temporarily pinned at the intersection �right-hand
filled circle in Fig. 2�d�� between E��px� and the lower dotted
line. The large negative velocity at this intersection,
dE� /dpx	−5.6	104 m s−1, makes the electron jump back-
ward along the section of the x�t� curve marked by the left-
hand arrow in Fig. 2�c�. This jump transfers the electron to
the position marked by the right-hand arrow in Well 2 �Fig.
2�d� inset�. At this position, the acoustic wave exerts a large
negative force on the electron, which causes px to decrease,
so inducing another burst of Bloch oscillations �within
bracket 2 in Fig. 2�c��, until E��px� reaches its maximum
value �upper dotted line in Fig. 2�d�� and V�x�� attains its
minimum value of −U in Well 2. Then, the electron again
jumps backward, along the x�t� trajectory marked by the cen-
tral arrow in Fig. 2�c�, with velocity 	−6.8	104 m s−1, ap-
proximately equal to dE� /dpx at the intersection �left-hand
filled circle in Fig. 2�d�� between E��px� and the upper dotted
line. This jump transfers the electron to the position marked
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FIG. 2. �a� Solid curve: electron trajectory, x�t�, calculated for
U=4 meV. Within the white �gray� regions, V�x , t� is �0��0�.
Dashed line has gradient vS. �b� E��px�: dotted lines mark �U when
U=4 meV. At arrowed peak, E��px�=Uc. Inset: V�x��, where dot-
ted lines mark turning points of orbit in �a�. �c� As �a� except U
=15 meV. Bloch oscillation bursts, within numbered brackets, are
separated by sudden jumps �arrowed�. �d� As �b�, except U
=15 meV. Left- �right-� hand filled circles mark where E��px�
=U�E��px�=−U�. Numbers label different minizones. Inset: adja-
cent wells �1 and 2� in V�x��, with arrows discussed in text.
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by the left-hand arrow in Well 2 �Fig. 2�d� inset�, where a
large positive force causes px rapidly to increase, triggering
the Bloch oscillation burst within bracket 3 in Fig. 2�c�.
Thereafter, the cycle repeats, with the electron jumping back-
ward after each Bloch oscillation burst.

The number of Bloch oscillations within each burst equals
the number of distinct minizones, N	2Ud /hvS, that the
electron traverses. When U=15 meV, N=14, corresponding
to crossing the minizones labeled −4 to 9 in Fig. 2�d�. The
abrupt onset of the acoustically driven Bloch oscillations
contrasts with the gradual switch on produced by increasing
a static force.1,2,14

Figure 3 shows a color map of the Fourier power, S���, of
vx�t� trajectories calculated for a range of U at fixed �S=4
	1011 rad s−1. The spectrum changes abruptly at U=Uc �ar-
rowed� due to the transition from the wave-dragging to
Bloch oscillation regimes.

For U�Uc, S��� has a sharp peak �lower left light curve
in Fig. 3� at the frequency, �R, for motion across the poten-
tial well �Fig. 2�b� inset� that traps the electron and drags it
through the SL. Three higher harmonics are also visible in
the color map but their power is orders of magnitude lower
than the fundamental. When U	4 meV, �R	17�S, indicat-
ing that the dragged electron paths cause significant fre-
quency up-conversion of the acoustic wave. In the regime
UUc, corresponding to periodic x��t� trajectories, the equa-
tions of motion yield a simple equation for �R	��S, where
the factor �= �U� /��1/2�d /�vS� is estimated by substitution
of the approximation in Eq. �6� into the set of Eqs. �4� and
�5�. This factor can be used to predict the frequency up-
conversion attainable from a given SL. For the SL consid-
ered here, �R values obtained from the equation �open circles
in Fig. 3� agree well with the numerically calculated spec-
trum.

When U exceeds Uc, the bandwidth of S��� increases
and the peaks become denser. The spectrum is broad be-
cause the Bloch frequency changes continuously throughout

each burst. The strongest peaks occur near the maximum
frequency of the Bloch oscillations, �B

max=kSUd /�,1,2,14

whose values are marked by the squares in Fig. 3. The
series of abrupt jumps �arrowed in Fig. 2�c�� between
Bloch oscillation bursts generates the low-frequency ��
0.3	1013 rad s−1� peaks in S��� and their harmonics.
These peaks shift abruptly to lower � as U increases �most
easily seen for �1013 rad s−1�. Two distinct series of
jumps, each with a period of 	1.7 meV, occur at U values
marked by the solid and dashed vertical white lines in Fig. 3.
Their origin can be understood by considering Fig. 2�d�. As
U increases, the upper dotted line moves upwards through
the E��px� curve. At the U values marked by the solid white
lines in Fig. 3, the upper dotted line in Fig. 2�d� passes above
a local maximum in E��px�. This enables the electron to enter
a new minizone so adding an additional Bloch oscillation to
each burst �within brackets in Fig. 2�c��. As a result, the
repeat frequency of the bursts decreases abruptly, thus red-
shifting the corresponding spectral peaks in S���. Similar
shifts occur at U values marked by the dashed white lines in
Fig. 3, when the lower dotted line in Fig. 2�d� passes below
a local minimum in E��px�.

In the limit U→0, �R�U1/2→0, which means that the
electron scatters when x�	0 �Fig. 2�b� inset� and so experi-
ences an almost constant force, kSU. Consequently, in Fig. 1,
the vd curve for the acoustic wave �solid� converges to the
Esaki-Tsu curve �dashed� for an electron accelerated by a
constant electric field, kSU /e. The two curves also converge
when U�Uc because the electron immediately experiences a
large positive force, equal to the maximum gradient, G, of
V�x��, which creates Bloch oscillations localized within a
distance � /G ��d� of x�=0. Since Uc�UET �Fig. 1�, the vd
curve produced by the acoustic wave overshoots that gener-
ated by a static force and so causes a far higher maximal
NDV value, DV. Our analysis predicts strong acoustic en-
hancement of the peak vd value, vd

max, for all SLs with �R�
	1 when U	Uc. This ensures that vd

max is close to the mean
speed �	�vS� of an electron traversing one well in the
acoustic wave �Fig. 2�b� inset�, rather than the lower speed,
vS, of the well itself.

Figure 4 shows a color map of vd calculated versus U �or
�� and �. For U�Uc �dashed line�, vd decreases abruptly
due to the sudden onset of Bloch oscillations. Figure 4 re-
veals that the velocity overshoot and, hence, DV, both in-
crease with increasing �. When �=20 meV, DV	60 times
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higher than for a static force, suggesting that wide miniband,
acoustically driven, SLs will exhibit very high frequency
electron dynamics.

B. Electron dynamics for initial position x0Å0

Since the propagating acoustic wave produces a spatially
varying potential it is important to consider how the elec-
tron’s initial position, x0, affects its subsequent motion. Fig-
ure 5, shows vd calculated as a function of U and x0. Due to
the spatial periodicity of the propagating wave, vd�x0 ,U� is
also a periodic function of x0 with a period equal to 
S.

When x0=0, corresponding to the vd�U� curve shown
solid in Fig. 1, the color map in Fig. 5 confirms that vd
initially increases with increasing U�0. However, when U
=Uc�x0=0� �vertical dashed line in Fig. 1�, the transition
from the wave dragging to the Bloch regime produces a
sharp suppression of vd �dark gray �red online� to light gray
�yellow online� regions in Fig. 5�. Figure 5 reveals similar
behavior for −
S /4x0
S /8. By including x0 explicitly in
the Hamiltonian for the system, we find that H��x0�=
−U sin�kSx0�, meaning that E��px�=−U sin�kSx0�−V�x�� can
only take values between �U−U sin�kSx0�. Previously, we
showed that for the electron to Bloch oscillate it must attain
enough kinetic energy to traverse the first local maximum in
the E��px� curve �marked by the arrow in Fig. 2�b��, which
occurs when E��px�	�−vS�� /d �see Eq. �7��. Therefore

Uc�x0� 	
1

1 − sin�kSx0�
�� −

vS��

d
� . �8�

Hence, for U�Uc�x0�, the electron is dragged by the acous-
tic wave, whereas for U�Uc�x0� it is allowed to perform
Bloch-type oscillations. The values of Uc�x0� obtained from
Eq. �8� are shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 5. This curve
is in a good agreement with the sudden suppression of vd in
the color map, which results from the onset of Bloch oscil-
lations.

For 
S /8x03
S /8, the transition from the wave drag-
ging to the Bloch oscillation regime occurs beyond the ex-
perimentally attainable range of U and there is no associated
suppression of vd. Instead, for given x0 between 
S /8 and
3
S /8, vd is almost independent of U. However, for fixed U,
increasing x0 produces a gradual decrease in vd. This can be

understood by considering the range of possible values of
E��px�, given by �U−U sin�kSx0�, which implies that in-
creasing x0 from 0 to 
S /4 decreases the maximum attainable
value of E��px� �upper horizontal dotted line in Fig. 2�b��. As
a result, the electron can no longer access the high gradient
regions of E��px� where the magnitude of vx�=dE��px� /dpx is
high. Further increasing x0 causes vx� to decrease until x0
	
S /4 at which point E��px�=0. Consequently, the electron
cannot oscillate within a potential well of the acoustic wave
and is simply dragged through the lattice at a constant speed
vS so that vd	vS.

For x0�
S /4, the initial force on the electron

−
dV�t = 0�

dx
= kSU cos�kSx0� �9�

becomes negative. The electron therefore initially moves in
the negative px direction where the gradient of E��px� and
hence also vx�, is negative �see Fig. 2�b��. Therefore vd be-
comes increasingly negative as the electron starts to access
the high �negative� gradient regions of E��px�.

Figure 5 shows that when x0	
S /2, increasing U from 0
initially reduces vd, increasing its magnitude, 
vd
. However,
at a critical value of U=Uc��x0�, close to Uc�x0�, the magni-
tude of vd�0 decreases dramatically �color map changes
abruptly from dark to light gray �blue online� in Fig. 5�. One
might expect that this suppression of 
vd
 would occur ex-
actly at the transition from wave dragging to Bloch trajecto-
ries, as seen when 
x0
�
S /4 where the initial force on the
electron �Eq. �9�� is positive. However, for x0	
S /2, the
electron is initially forced in the negative px direction �see
Eq. �9��. Therefore, for U	Uc�x0�, the electron scatters be-
fore it can traverse the local maximum in E��px� �arrowed in
Fig. 2�b��. Consequently, when x0	
S /2, the transition to
the Bloch regime at U=Uc�x0� has no effect on vd. Instead
the suppression of 
vd
 occurs when U is slightly larger than
Uc�x0�. Specifically, the suppression of 
vd
 occurs when the
electron can Bragg reflect by traversing the local maximum
to the left of the origin at px=0, i.e., when E��px�=�
+vS�� /d. Using this condition in H�, we find that

Uc��x0� 	
1

1 − sin�kSx0�
�� +

vS��

d
� . �10�

The values of Uc��x0� obtained from Eq. �10�, shown by
the dot-dashed curve in Fig. 5, coincide almost exactly with
the dramatic suppression of 
vd
 observed when x0=
S /2.
More generally, when −
S /4x0
S /4, the initial force is
positive �see Eq. �9��, and Uc�x0� accurately estimates the U
value at which 
vd
 is suppressed. However, when 
S /4
x0
S /2 and −
S /2x0−
S /4, the initial force is
negative �see Eq. �9��, and Uc��x0� gives a better estimate of
the position of 
vd
 suppression, i.e., where 
vd
 changes most
rapidly with U. Note that when x0	
S /4, so that the initial
force is 0 and 
vd
 is minimal, Uc=Uc�→�, meaning that the
electrons never perform Bloch oscillations.
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0
4
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16
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4
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-4

vd
(10 4m

s -1)

FIG. 5. �Color online� Color map showing the electron drift
velocity, vd, �scale right� calculated as a function of x0 and U.
Dashed curve shows Uc�x0� obtained from Eq. �8� and the dot-
dashed curve is Uc��x0� calculated using �10�.
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III. COLLECTIVE ELECTRON DYNAMICS AND
CHARGE DOMAINS

To investigate how the acoustic wave affects the collec-
tive behavior of the electrons, we solved the current continu-
ity and Poisson equations self-consistently throughout the
device. To do this, we adapted the widely used drift diffusion
model of miniband transport in SLs,14,17,41 for the case of
acoustic wave driving. In this model, we discretize the SL
region into N=480 layers, each of width �x=L /N
=0.24 nm, small enough to approximate a continuum. The
volume electron density in the mth layer �with right-hand
edge at x=m�x� is nm and the electric field, F, values at the
left- and right-hand edges of this layer are Fm and Fm+1,
respectively. In the emitter and collector Ohmic contacts, F
=F0. The evolution of the charge density in each layer is
given by the current continuity equation

e�x
dnm

dt
= Jm−1 − Jm, m = 1, . . . ,N , �11�

where the areal current density from the mth to the m+1th
layer is

Jm = enmvd
m − eDE

�nm

�x
, m = 1, . . . ,N . �12�

In Eq. �12�, the drift velocity in the mth layer, vd
m, is

determined from Eq. �3�, using the semiclassical equations of
motion in Eqs. �1� and �2�, in which x0=m�x is the initial
position of the electron, and the Hamiltonian H�x , px�
=E�px�+V�x , t�−eFmx where Fm is the mean electric field in
the mth layer. The diffusion coefficient, DE, is calculated
from the Einstein relation DE= �kBT /e��, where � is the
electron mobility in the linear part of the vd�U� curve �see
Fig. 1� �Ref. 13� and the temperature T=4.2 K. Since Jm
depends on the local drift velocity, vd

m�V ,Fm�, the collective
electron dynamics depend directly on the single electron or-
bits. Conversely, the single-particle electron trajectories de-
pend explicitly on the collective electron dynamics through
their effect on the charge distribution and, hence, the local
electric field Fm. Our calculations include this mutual depen-
dence because they are based on self-consistent calculations
of Fm and of the single-particle electron trajectories.

In each layer, Fm obeys the discretized Poisson equation

Fm+1 =
e�x

�0�r
�nm − nD� + Fm, m = 1, . . . ,N , �13�

where �0 and �r=12.5 are, respectively, the absolute and rela-
tive permittivities and nD=3	1022 m−3 is the n-type doping
density in the SL layers.17

We use Ohmic boundary conditions, taken from a previ-
ous experiment,17,41 to determine the current, J0=�F0, in the
heavily doped emitter of electrical conductivity �
=3788 S m−1. The voltage �=0� across the device is a global
constraint, which requires that 0=VC+ �x

2 �m=1
N �Fm+Fm+1�,

where the voltage, VC, dropped across the contacts includes
the effect of charge accumulation and depletion in the emitter
and collector regions and a 17� contact resistance.17 Then,

the total current flowing through the SL layers is I�t�
= A

N+1�m=0
N Jm, where A=5	10−10 m2 is the cross-sectional

area of the SL.14,17,41

I�t� oscillates between minimum and maximum values,
Imin and Imax, respectively, whose variation with U is shown
by the upper and lower solid curves in Fig. 6�a�. The dashed
curve in this figure shows the time-averaged current, Iave.
Remarkably, even at very low U values the current oscillates.
This contrasts with the behavior of SLs with no acoustic
wave driving, which exhibit current oscillations only when
an applied bias voltage is large enough to induce NDV. Fig-
ure 6�a� reveals that as U increases from 0 to 4 meV, the
magnitudes of Imax and Imin initially increase, with Imax at-
taining a maximum value of 	7.4 mA when U	4 meV,
and Imin having a minimum value of 	−5.8 mA when U
	2 meV. The magnitudes of both Imax and Imin decrease as
U increases beyond 	4 meV.

In Fig. 6�b�, we show how the amplitude of current oscil-
lations, Ia= Imax− Imin, changes with U. Initially, Ia increases
with increasing U until it reaches a maximum of 	11.6 mA
when U	3 meV. Thereafter, Ia decreases with increasing
U. The I�U� characteristics shown in Fig. 6 can be under-
stood within a single-electron picture. As discussed above,
and shown in Fig. 5, all electrons follow dragged orbits when
UUc�x0=−
S /4�	3.1 meV. Consequently, increasing U
within this regime raises vd �see Fig. 5�, thereby also increas-
ing the magnitude of the current oscillations since I�vd. As
U increases beyond Uc, Bloch oscillations gradually turn on,
initially for electron trajectories starting at the maximum of
the acoustic wave potential �with x0=−
 /4� but eventually
for the majority of electrons, thus suppressing the current
oscillations.

Figure 7 shows I�t� oscillations calculated for three acous-
tic wave amplitudes: �a� U=1 meV, which corresponds to
the ascending part of the Ia�U� curve in Fig. 6�b�; �b� U
=4 meV	Uc, which corresponds to maximal Ia in Fig. 6�b�;
and �c� U=15 meV, when Ia is small. Remarkably, the fre-
quency of the I�t� oscillations is independent of U and equals
the frequency of the acoustic wave �S=4	1011 rad s−1 �
	63.7 GHz�.

Figure 7�a� shows that for small U, the I�t� oscillations are
almost sinusoidal indicating a single dominant harmonic
component. However, as U increases the anharmonicity of
the I�t� oscillations also increases �see Fig. 7�b��. For large
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FIG. 6. �a� Upper �lower� solid curve: Imax�Imin� calculated as a
function of U. Dashed curve: time-averaged current, Iave. �b� Ia

= Imax− Imin versus U.
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U, above Uc, the current oscillations are strongly anharmonic
�Fig. 7�c�� due to the appearance of kinks in the I�t� profile.

To understand the shape of the I�t� oscillations for differ-
ent U, we now examine the spatiotemporal evolution of the
electron density, n�x , t�, in the SL. Figure 8�a� shows n�x , t�
calculated for U=1 meV within the wave dragging regime.
The acoustic wave produces charge density waves, which
propagate through the SL with an approximately constant
speed �	vS� and spatial profile. These charge density waves
are a linear response of the SL to perturbation by the plane
acoustic wave. In Fig. 8�b�, the solid curve �scale on left-
hand axis� shows the spatial form of the charge density
wave, n�x , t=35 ps�, i.e., along the vertical dotted line in
Fig. 8�a�. The dashed curve in Fig. 8�b� shows the potential
energy profile, V�x , t=35 ps�, of the acoustic wave. Minima
in the acoustic wave energy �dashed arrows in Fig. 8�b�� lead
to the local accumulation of electrons whose density is maxi-
mal �solid arrows in Fig. 8�b�� near the acoustic wave
minima and minimal near the acoustic wave maxima. We
find that the electron accumulation regions lag slightly be-
hind the local minima in V: this is due to inertia as the
electrons “ride” up the left-hand sides of the potential wells
as the acoustic wave propagates through the lattice from left

to right. When each electron accumulation region reaches the
collector contact �x=L� it produces a sharp increase in I�t�.
Another period of the charge density wave then forms near
the emitter contact and the propagation process repeats, so
producing I�t� oscillations.14,41 For small U, the linear re-
sponse of the electron gas to the acoustic wave means that
the electron accumulation and depletion regions have similar
spatial forms and magnitudes, making the I�t� oscillations
almost symmetrical around I=0 �Fig. 7�a��.

In the wave dragging regime, increasing U to 4 meV,
increases both vd and Ia �see Fig. 7�b��. However, when the
wave dragging force is combined with the electric field as-
sociated with the charge density modulation, electrons are
occasionally driven into the Bloch oscillation regime, which
localizes them spatially. This localization induces additional
electron accumulation regions �light gray �cyan online� areas
in Fig. 8�c��, which are known as charge domains and are a
nonlinear response of the electron gas to the driving forces.
The charge domains appear as plateau-like features in the
�solid� n�x , t=35 ps� curve in Fig. 8�d�. This curve is less
sinusoidal, and has higher peak values, than for U=1 meV
�Fig. 8�b��. Consequently, the I�t� oscillations for U
=4 meV �Fig. 7�b�� are both stronger and more anharmonic
than when U=1 meV �Fig. 7�a��.
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Further increasing U to 15 meV generally decreases vd
since the electrons are regularly driven into the Bloch oscil-
lation regime. The onset of Bloch oscillations causes elec-
trons to localize and accumulate in certain regions of the SL,
thereby creating the high electron density domains shown by
the narrow dark gray �dark red online� stripes in Fig. 8�e�.
The associated electric field produces additional isolated is-
lands of electron accumulation, shown by the light gray
�cyan online� areas in Fig. 8�e�. In the �solid� n�x , t=35 ps�
curve shown in Fig. 8�f�, these additional accumulation re-
gions appear as small broad peaks, which separate the
sharper, dominant, maxima.

Due to the coexistence of the distinct electron accumula-
tion regions in different parts of the SL when U=15 meV
�i.e., the small and large peaks in Fig. 8�f��, the I�t� oscilla-
tions �Fig. 7�c�� have a complex anharmonic form with pro-
nounced kinks just above I=1.5 mA. Since the electrons are
more strongly localized when U=15 meV, than when U
=4 meV, far fewer electrons per unit time arrive at the col-
lector. Consequently, Imax and Ia are both smaller at the
higher U value �see Figs. 6, 7�b�, and 7�c��.

Figures 8�a�, 8�c�, and 8�e� reveal that a new charge ac-
cumulation front forms shortly after each acoustic wave
minimum arrives at the left-hand edge of the SL �x=0�,
which occurs with a frequency �S. Since this charge subse-
quently travels through the SL, I�t� oscillates periodically at
a frequency �S independent of the value of U.

Note that the electric field resulting from electron redis-
tribution within the SL perturbs the single-electron trajecto-
ries but has no qualitative effect on the crossover between
the wave dragging �Fig. 8�a�� and Bloch oscillation �Fig.
8�e�� regimes. However, the transition between these regimes
�Fig. 8�c�� is blurred slightly by the local electric field. This
is because, near the crossover, in parts of the SL the local
electric field opposes the electron acceleration due to the
acoustic wave, thus maintaining wave dragging. But in other
regions, the electric field supplements acceleration by the
acoustic wave so driving the electrons further into the Bloch
oscillation regime.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, acoustic waves can induce an abrupt tran-
sition between two distinct dynamical regimes of electron

transport in SLs. When U�Uc, the electrons oscillate within
a single spatial period of the acoustic wave, at frequencies
�R��S, and are dragged through the SL with a drift velocity
whose peak value can greatly overshoot that produced by a
static field. For U�Uc, the acoustic wave triggers bursts of
Bloch oscillations, thus causing very high NDV.

The acoustic wave causes the formation of charge density
waves and, when U�Uc, nonlinear charge domains, which
propagate through the SL and thereby create self-sustained
current oscillations. The fundamental frequency of these os-
cillations equals that of the acoustic wave for all U. How-
ever, both the shape of the I�t� curve, and the spatial profile
of the charge domains, depend on U in a way that reflects the
underlying single-particle dynamics. In the wave-dragging
single-particle regime �U�Uc�, increasing U strengthens the
electron accumulation and depletion in the charge density
waves, and hence increases the magnitudes of Imax, Imin, and
Ia. Conversely, when U�Uc, the onset of Bloch oscillations
creates additional �nonlinear� charge domains, which coexist
with the �linear� charge density waves shaped by the acoustic
wave period. In this regime, as U increases the electrons
become increasingly localized, reducing the magnitudes of
Imax, Imin, and Ia.

The complex single and collective electron dynamics that
we have identified create new perspectives for using acoustic
waves to generate high-frequency electric current oscilla-
tions. They also highlight the potential of SLs to bridge the
interface between conventional electronics and the rapidly
developing field of phononics.28,29 For example, SLs could
be used to transform acoustic waves into electromagnetic
ones, produced by the formation and propagation of charge
domains, and, conversely, to detect propagating acoustic
waves via the current oscillations that they induce. Finally,
we note that cold atoms in optical lattices may exhibit simi-
lar dynamics30,42 with the abrupt transition to Bloch oscilla-
tions providing sensitive control of transport.
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